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Introduction :
The Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs) in Meghalaya were set up with the objective of imparting indus-
trial training to the less privileged, poor and downtrodden school-leaving youth so that they acquire 
technical skills for gainful employment and to ensure a steady flow of skilled workers in different 
trades. There are 11 Government Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs) in the State imparting various 
Engineering and Non-Engineering Trades. The ITIs run under the Directorate of Employment and 
Craftsmen Training. It offers certificate level of standard in technical/skill education. ITI implements 
craftsman training scheme (CTS) of Govt. of India which is looked after by the Ministry of Skill Devel-
opment & Entrepreneurship (MSDE) at National Level &Labour Department at State level.

Strengthening Institutions for Skilling/
Reskilling/Upskilling of Workforce
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This Directorate coordinates all skill development across the State, putting its effort by bridging the gap 
between demand and supply of skilled manpower, technical training frameworks, building vocational 
and technical training frameworks, upgrading skills, not only for existing jobs, but also by introducing 
new trades and take responsible for creating new skills and innovative thinking for the jobs to be done. 
Meghalaya skilling ecosystem has witnessed significant changes and a continued revival under the 
Induction of different Central and State Schemes for training of youths at present, the ongoing Central 
Schemes in the State, namely:-
a. Under the scheme of Upgradation of 1396 Government ITIs through PPP: Government Industrial 

Training Institute Shillong have been covered where MEECL is the Industry Partner (IP). Institute 
Management Committee (IMC), registered as a society, has been constituted in ITI Shillong and 
is headed by the Industry Partner. Interest free loan of Rs. 2.50 crore  for ITI Shillong was re-
leased by the Central Government directly to the IMC Society. The interest free loan is repayable 
by the IMC with a moratorium of 10 years and thereafter in equal annual Installments over a 
period of 20 years with a concluding period of 2021. The objective of Scheme is to improve the 
employment outcomes of graduates from the vocational training system, by making design and 
delivery of training more demand responsive. 

b. Enhancing Skill Development Infrastructure in NE States and Sikkim (ESDI): The scheme envis-
ages to enhance the existing infrastructure of skill development in North Eastern States. The 
scheme is aimed for:

 1. Upgradation by introducing three New Trades per ITIs with 100% Central funding;
 2. Supplementing infrastructure deficiencies in ITIs by constructing new hostel, 
   boundary wall and supplementing old and obsolete tools and equipment with 100% 
   Central funding; and
 3. Establishment of new ITIs in 8 North Eastern States with 90% Central and 10% State 
   funding.
c. Skills Strengthening for Industrial Value Enhancement (STRIVE) initiative of MSDE imple-

mented  in Industrial Training Institute Shillong with funding assistance from The World 
Bank is a major step towards improving the quality, and relevance of long-term vocational 
training. The project aims to improve access to quality and market-driven vocational train-
ing provided in ITIs and apprenticeships. Modernization of training infrastructure, and 
training methodology for long-term vocational training delivered by ITIs/ apprenticeship is 
critical in building of globally competitive workforce. The project shall further improve and 
strengthen the long-term vocational training system in the state. The project use ‘Program 
for Results (PforR)’ instrument whereby performance-based approach is used to disburse 
funds to various implementing bodies including the states and ITIs. The projects guidelines 



List of Government ITIs in Meghalaya :
Sl.
No.

Office Name & Address District
Contact
Number

1
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL
TRAINING INSTITUTE, TURA

WEST GARO HILLS  8974202965

2
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL 
TRAINING INSTITUTE, SHILLONG

EAST KHASI HILLS  9612606078

3
GOVERNMENT  INDUSTRIAL
TRAINING INSTITUTE  (WOMEN), SHILLONG

EAST KHAI HILLS 8787559601

4
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL
INSTITUTE,  JOWAI

WEST JAINTIA HILLS 9402532541 

5
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL
INSTITUTE, BAGHMARA

SOUTH GARO HILLS 8787774508 

6
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL
TRAINING INSTITUTE, RESUBELPARA

NORTH GARO HILLS 9089324630 

7
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL
TRAINING INSTITUTE, SOHRA

EAST KHASI HILLS 8794714967 

8
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL
TRAINING INSTITUTE, NONGSTOIN

WEST KHASI HILLS 8837308751 

9
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL
TRAINING INSTITUTE,
WILLIAMNAGAR

EAST GARO HILLS 9862148189 

10
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL
TRAINING INSTITUTE, NONGPOH

RI BHOI 7085851304 

11
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL
TRAINING INSTITUE, AMPATI

SOUTH WEST GARO 
HILLS

8787485352 
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thus outline the expected outcomes and KPI’s, at the onset of the project. Various interven-
tions and their associated outcomes have been categorized under 4 primary components 
called the ‘Result Areas’, each targeted towards a particular area of concern/ improvement 
Result Area

 1  Improved Performance of Industrial Training Institutes Result Area
 2  Increased Capacities of State Governments to Support Industrial Training Result Area
 3  Improved Teaching and Learning Result Area
 4  Improved and Broadened Apprenticeship Training.
The Skills Strengthening for Industrial Value Enhancement (STRIVE) project has been developed by 
the Government of India to incentivize the critical institutional reforms required in the institutional 
training system i.e. the ITIs and apprenticeship - to meet the Government’s commitment to providing 
skilling opportunities to its youth including economically disadvantaged/ underserved communities 
and developing a globally competitive workforce.



List of courses and Eligibility Criteria in ITIs :

1. Govt. ITI Tura

SL 
NO

Trades
Certi-
fying 
Body

NSQF
Entry    

Qualifica-
tion

Criteria Units Duration
Seating 

Capacity 
per unit

1 Welder
(Non-Engineering) NCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 1 year 20

2 Stenography 
(Non-Engineering) NCVT Level 4  10 

Passed - 1 1 year 24

3 Plumber
(Engineering) NCVT Level 4 8 Passed - 1 1 year 24

4
Fruits & Vegetables
Processing
(Non-Engineering)

SCVT Level 4  10 
Passed

Science, 
Mathe-
matics

1 1 year 24

5 Fitter (Engineering) NCVT Level 5  10 
Passed

Science, 
Maths 2 2 years 20

6 Electrician 
(Engineering) NCVT Level 5  10 

Passed
Science, 
Maths 2 2 years 20

7
Mechanic
(Motor Vehicle)
(Engineering)

NCVT Level 5  10 
Passed

Science, 
Mathe-
matics

2 2 years 24

8 Carpenter
(Engineering) NCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 1 year 24

9
Information & Comu-
nication Technology 
System Maintenance
(Non Engineering)

SCVT Level 5  10 
Passed

Science, 
Mathe-
matics

1 2 years 24

10
Draughtman
Mechanical
(Engineering)

SCVT Level 5  10 
Passed

Science, 
Mathe-
matics

1 2 years 20

11 Draughtman Civil
(Engineering) SCVT Level 5  10 

Passed

Science, 
Mathe-
matics

1 2 years 24

12 Surveyor
(Engineering) SCVT Level 5  10 

Passed

Science, 
Mathe-
matics

1 2 years 24

13
Operator Advance 
Machine Tools
(Engineering)

SCVT Level 5  10 
Passed

Science, 
Mathe-
matics

1 2 years 16

14
Electronics
Mechanic
(Engineering)

SCVT Level 5  10 
Passed

Science, 
Mathe-
matics

1 2 years 24

15
Catering &
Hospitality Assistant 
(Non-Engineering)

SCVT Level 4  10 
Passed - 1 1 year 20

16 Dress Making 
(Non-Engineering) SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 1 year 20
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2. Govt. ITI Shillong: 

SL 
NO

Trades
Certi-
fying 
Body

NSQF
Entry    

Qualifica-
tion

Criteria Units
Dura-
tion

Seating 
Capacity 
per unit

1 Stenography
(Non-Engineering) NCVT Level 4  10 

Passed - 1 1 year 24

2 Plumber (Engineering) NCVT Level 4 8 Passed - 1 1 year 24

3 Welder (Engineering) NCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 2 1 year 20

4 Fitter (Engineering) NCVT Level 5  10 
Passed

Science, 
Maths 2 2 years 20

5
Fruits & Vegetables 
Processing (Non-Engi-
neering)

SCVT Level 4  10 
Passed

Science, 
Maths 1 1 year 24

6 Surveyor
(Engineering) NCVT Level 5  10 

Passed
Science, 
Maths 1 2 years 24

7 Wireman (Engineering) NCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 2 2 years 20

8 Electrician (Engineering) NCVT Level 5  10 
Passed

Science, 
Maths 2 2 years 20

9 Mechanic (Motor Vehicle) 
(Engineering) NCVT Level 5  10 

Passed
Science, 
Maths 2 2 years 24

10 Draughtman Civil
(Engineering) NCVT Level 5  10 

Passed
Science, 
Maths 2 2 years 24

11
Information & Commu-
nication Technology 
System Maintenance 
(Engineering)

SCVT Level 5  10 
Passed

Science, 
Maths 1 2 years 24

12 Carpenter
(Engineering) SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 1 year 24

13 Operator Advance Ma-
chine Tools (Engineering) SCVT Level 5  10 

Passed
Science, 
Maths 1 2 years 16

14 Electronics Mechanic
(Engineering) SCVT Level 5  10 

Passed
Science, 
Maths 1 2 years 24

15 Digital Photographer 
(Non-Engineering) SCVT Level 4  10 

Passed - 1 1 year 24

16
Multimedia 
Animation & Special Effect 
(Non-Engineering)

SCVT Level 4  10 
Passed - 1 1 year 24

17 Driver Cum Mechanic 
(LMV) (Non-Engineering) SCTVT Level-3  8 Passed - 1 6 Month 20

18 Solar Technician Electri-
cal (Engineering) SCTVT Level-4  10 

Passed
Science, 
Maths 1 1 Year 20

19 Baker & Confectioner 
(Non-Engineering) SCTVT Level-4  10 

Passed No 1 1 Year 24
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3. Govt. ITI Women Shillong 

SL 
NO

Trades
Certi-
fying 
Body

NSQF
Entry    

Qualifica-
tion

Crite-
ria

Units Duration
Seating 

Capacity 
per unit

1 Cosmetology
(Non Engineering) NCVT Level 4  10 

Passed - 1 1 year 24

2 Dress Making
(Engineering) NCVT Level 4 8 Passed No 1 1 year 20

3 Advance Dressmaking 
(Engineering) SCVT   10 

Passed  - 1 1 year 20

4 Weaving of Silk and Wool-
en Fabrics (Engineering) SCVT Level 3  8 Passed - 1 1 year 20

5 Catering & Hospitality 
Assistant (Engineering) SCVT Level 4  10 

Passed - 1 1 year 20

6
Computer Operator & 
Programming Assistant 
(Engineering)

SCVT Level 4  10 
Passed - 1 1 year 24

4. Govt. ITI Jowai 

SL 
NO

Trades
Certi-
fying 
Body

NSQF
Entry    

Qualifi-
cation

Criteria Units
Dura-
tion

Seating 
Capacity 
per unit

1 Stenography
(Non Engineering) NCVT Level 4  10 

Passed - 1 1 year 24

2 Electrician (Engineering) SCVT Level 5  10 
Passed

Science, 
Maths 1 2 years 20

3 Mechanic (Motor Vehicle) 
(Engineering) SCVT Level 5  10 

Passed
Science, 
Maths 1 2 years 24

4 Welder (Engineering) SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 1 year 20

5 Fruits & Vegetables Pro-
cessing (Non Engineering) SCVT Level 4  10 

Passed
Science, 
Maths 1 2 Sem 24

6 Horticulture
(Non Engineering) SCVT Level 4  10 

Passed - 1 2 Sem 24

7 Mason (Building Construc-
tor) (Engineering) SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 1 year 24

5. Govt. ITI Baghmara 

SL 
NO

Trades
Certi-
fying 
Body

NSQF
Entry    

Qualifi-
cation

Criteria Units
Dura-
tion

Seating 
Capacity 
per unit

1 Wireman (Engineering) SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 2 years 20

2 Mason (Building Con-
structor) (Engineering) SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 1 year 24

3 Carpenter (Engineering) SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 1 year 24

4 Soil Testing & Crop Tech-
nician (Non-Engineering) SCVT Level 4  10 

Passed
Science, 
Maths 1 1 year 24
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6. Govt. ITI Resubelpara 

7. Govt. ITI Sohra 

8. Govt. ITI Nongstoin 

SL 
NO

Trades
Certi-
fying 
Body

NSQF
Entry    

Qualifica-
tion

Criteria Units
Dura-
tion

Seating 
Capacity 
per unit

1 Plumber (Engineering) SCVT Level 4 8 Passed - 1 1 year 24

2 Wireman (Engineering) SCVT Level 4 8 Passed - 1 2 years 20

3 Mason (Building Con-
structor) (Engineering) SCVT Level 4 8 Passed - 1 1 year 24

4 Painter General
(Engineering) SCVT Level 5 8 Passed - 1 2 years 20

5 Floriculture & Landscap-
ing (Non Engineering) SCVT Level 4 10 Passed - 1 1 year 24

SL 
NO

Trades
Certi-
fying 
Body

NSQF
Entry    

Qualifica-
tion

Criteria Units
Dura-
tion

Seating 
Capacity 
per unit

1 Plumber (Engineering) SCVT Level 4 8 Passed - 1 1 year 24

2 Wireman (Engineering) SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 2 years 20

3 Mason (Building Con-
structor) (Engineering) SCVT Level 4 8 Passed - 1 1 year 24

4 Painter General 
(Engineering) SCVT Level 5  8 Passed - 1 2 years 20

5
Office Assistant cum 
Computer Operator 
(Non-Engineering)

SCVT NA  10 Passed - 1 1 year 24

6
Catering &
Hospitality Assistant 
(Non Engineering)

SCVT Level 4  10 Passed - 1 1 year 20

SL 
NO

Trades
Certi-
fying 
Body

NSQF
Entry    

Qualifica-
tion

Criteria Units
Dura-
tion

Seating 
Capacity 
per unit

1 Wireman (Engineering) SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 2 years 20

2 Carpenter (Engineering) SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 1 year 24

3 Mason (Building Con-
structor) (Engineering) SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 1 year 24

4 Painter General (Engi-
neering) SCVT Level 5  8 Passed - 1 2 years 20

5 Floriculture & Landscap-
ing (Non Engineering) SCVT Level 4 10 

Passed - 1 1 year 24
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9. Govt. ITI Williamnagar

10. Govt. ITI Nongpoh

11. Govt. ITI Ampati

SL 
NO

Trades
Certi-
fying 
Body

NSQF
Entry    

Qualifica-
tion

Criteria Units
Dura-
tion

Seating 
Capacity 
per unit

1 Stenography SCVT Level 4  10 Passed - 1 1 year 24

2 Wireman SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 2 years 20

3 Mechanic
(Motor Vehicle) SCVT Level 5  10 Passed Science, 

Mathematics 1 2 years 24

4 Mason (Building 
Constructor) SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 1 year 24

5 Horticulture SCVT Level 4  10 Passed - 1 1 year 24

6 Soil Testing & Crop 
Technician SCVT Level 4  10 Passed Science, 

Mathematics 1 1 year 24

SL 
NO

Trades
Certi-
fying 
Body

NSQF
Entry    

Qualifica-
tion

Criteria Units
Dura-
tion

Seating 
Capacity 
per unit

1 Plumber SCVT Level 4 8 Passed - 1 1 year 24
2 Wireman SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 2 years 20
3 Welder SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 1 year 20

4 Mason (Building 
Constructor) SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 1 year 24

SL 
NO

Trades
Certi-
fying 
Body

NSQF
Entry    

Qualifica-
tion

Criteria Units
Dura-
tion

Seating 
Capacity 
per unit

1

Surface
Ornamentation 
Techniques
(embroidery)

SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 1 year 20

2 Welder SCVT Level 4  8 Passed - 1 1 year 20

3
Office Assistant 
cum Computer 
Operator

SCVT   10 Passed  - 1 1 year 24

Schemes implemented by ITIs :
1. Craftsmen Training Scheme :
 The main objectives of this scheme are:
 (i) To ensure a steady flow of skilled workers in different trades for the industry.
 (ii) To raise the quality and quantity of industrial production by systematic training of workers.
 (iii) To reduce unemployment among the educated youth by equipping them for suitable industrial 
   employment.
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(iv) Government Industrial Training are under the administrative and financial covered of respective 
State Governments.

(v) Private Industrial Training are privately funded and managed. However some of them get sup-
port from respective State Governments.

(vi) Candidates of 14 years of age or higher are eligible in seek admission in ITIs. There is no upper 
age limit for admission to ITIs affiliated to NCVET.

(vii) About 70% of the training period is allotted to practical training and the next to subjects relating 
in this Theory, Workshop Calculation and Science/Engineering Drawing and Employability Skills.

(viii) Seats are reserved for SC/ST candidates in proporation to their population in the respective 
states Guidelines for reserving 3% seats for persons with disabilities and 30% for female can-
didate have been issued to State Governments and these could be filled based on the general 
reservation policy of each state/UT, and the total reservation is limited to 50%. Seats are also 
reserved for the some of defence personnel. Seats for OBC candidates have also been reserved 
in proportion to the state reserved for them in government services in the respective states.

(ix) A placement cell in every ITI is set up to facilitate the graduates in getting placements in differ-
ent industries.

2. Upgradation of 1396 Government ITIs under Public Private Partnership :
 The objective of the Scheme is to improve the quality of vocational training in the country and make 

it demand driven so as to ensure better employability of the graduates. The Govt. ITI is being upgrad-
ed under this scheme. The institute Management Committee (IMC), headed by the Industry Partner, 
constituted and registered as a Society, leads the process of Up gradation. ITI Shillong covered under 
this Scheme. In which 4 seats has been reserved under IMC for all trades.

3. Skill Strengthening for Industrial Value Enhancement (STRIVE):
 This project has been developed by the Government of India to incentivize the critical institutional 

reforms required in the institutional training system i.e. the ITIs and apprenticeship - to meet the Gov-
ernment’s commitment to providing skilling opportunities to its youth including economically disadvan-
taged/ underserved communities and developing a globally competitive workforce. The project aims to 
improve access to quality and market-driven vocational training provided in ITIs and apprenticeships.

4. The Skill Hubs Initiative (SHI) :
 Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship (MSDE), DGT has also selected Industrial Training Insti-

tute, Rynjah, Shillong as  The Skill Hubs Initiative (SHI) under Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY).
 The objective of this Skill Certification under Short Term Training (STT) Scheme is to enable a large 

number of Indian youth to take up industry relevant skill training that will help them in securing a 
better livelihood.
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Admission :
This Department is implementing Online Admission System from the Academic Year 2020-21. The detailed 
Online Admission procedure and admission schedule shall be published in the local dailies and shall be 
displayed at the Government ITIs, as well as, uploaded on the Departmental ITI-Websites, for related infor-
mation of all concerned. The Directorate Website address dectmeg.nic.in. Please visit this Website regularly 
for details of Admission to Govt. ITIs. The details of Admission procedure will be made available to general 
public through print and visual media also. A Help Desk /facilitation counter would also be set up at all ITIs 
in the State to assist the prospective candidates in providing assistance for implementing the OnlineAdmis-
sion System. Trade Courses at the ITIs under CTS start in the month of August/September every year. After 
submission of online application form, applicant is required to visit the ITIs for verification of documents.

ADMISSIONS OPEN FOR ALL ITIs IN JUNE-JULY EVERY YEAR

Fees :
 a.  Cost of Application Form   :  ` 50/-
 b.  Cost of Registration   :  ` 200/-
 c.  Exam Annual fee    :  ` 600/-
 d.  ID Card     :  ` 200/-
 e.   Hostel     :  ` 6500/-
 f.  IMC Admission fee (ITI Shillong / ITI Tura) :  ` 8000/- (per year)
 g.  Caution money (Training / Hostel)  :  ` 1000/-
      (refundable on completion of course)
**  (N.B. Caution money will be forfeited in case of trainee who discontinue their training
      OR cause damage or loss to Institute’s property.)

Caution Money :
To guard against the loss or damage to equipment, tools and other articles entrusted to a train-
ee’s charge, each candidate is required to deposit to the head of the training institute, a sum of 
`. 1000/- as caution money at the time of joining the institute.
To guard against the loss or damage to hostel articles, each hostel boarder of an ITI will also 
be required to deposit with the head of the training institute a sum of `. 1000/- only as ‘Hostel 
Caution Money’ and `. 10/- only per year as ‘Hostel Service Charges’.
Both the caution amounts deposited by the trainees may be refunded to them in the event of 
their discharge from the institute/hostel on any ground.
Caution money will be forfeited in the case of trainees who discontinue their training after one 
month of commencement of training.
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Group Trades Subjects
Engineering 
Trade group

Plumber, Welder, Fitter, Carpentry, 
Electrician, Electronics Mechanics, I&CTSM, 
Mechanic Motor Vehicle, Operator Advance 
Machine Tools, Wiremen, Solar Technician.

Trade Practical, Trade Theory, 
workshop Calculation Science,
Engineering Drawing and
Employability Skills

Draughtsman 
group of Trade

Draughtsman Civil, Draughtman Mechanic and 
Surveyor

Trade Practical, Trade Theory,
Engineering Drawing and
Employability Skills

Non- Engineer-
ing group of 
Trades

Bakery and Confectionery, Digital Photogra-
pher, Fruits & Vegetables Processing, Driver 
cum Mechanic LMV, Multimedia Animation & 
Special Effect, Soil Testing & Crop.

Trade Practical, Trade Theory 
and Employability Skills
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Selection Procedure :
1. The admissions in ITI are purely on merit, based on the marks secured by the candidates in 

the qualifying examination.
2. Candidates will be shortlisted after closing the online admission & they will be given Coun-

selling by the Local Advisory Committees.

Stipend :
All trainees undergoing training in different Trades are eligible for Stipend @ Rs. 400 for Class X 
Passed and  Rs. 350 for Class VIII passed per month.

Examination and Certification :
Trainee need to be regular in attendance. One should have minimum of 80% in attendance to be eligi-
ble for appearing the examination. The Final All India Trade Test is conducted by the NCVET (National 
Council of Vocational Education and Training) after completion of the prescribe period of Training at 
the National Level for the trades which are affiliated to NCVET (National Council of Vocational Educa-
tion and Training) New Delhi. The examination is conducted twice in a year in the month of Jan/Feb 
and July/Aug every year.
Successful candidates are awarded the NTC (National Trade Certificate) which is recognized all over 
the Country for employment as a skilled worker or a technician in any organization.
For the trade under State Council for Training in Vocational Trades (SCTVT), examinations being con-
ducted by the SCTVT & awarded State Trade Certificate.

On-the-job training :
Its an important topic of human resource in helping to develop the career of the trainees along with 
the prosperous growth of the Institute. In which we have tie up with   different Private and Government 
organization in State.

Apprenticeship :
Passed out candidates from different trades approaches   industries partners for enrolment as an 
apprentice in the specific optional trades.

Campus Recruitment :
Time to time Industries contact is maintained for campus recruitment of successful & suitable can-
didates.
Please Note : Terms and Conditions laid out are liable to be changed from year to year.
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Industrial Visit / Project Works :
Institute takes trainees to  relevant firms / Industries once a year or assigns project work as part of their 
practical experience.

Leave and Vacation :
Holidays :
Trainees may be allowed the same holidays as fixed by the State Director for observance by the staff. If a 
trainee is a stipend holder, he/she would be paid stipend at the full rate during such holidays.
With a view to have uniformity in the working of ITIs all over the country, there will be no winter/summer 
holidays as such but the State Government may close institutes that are in inaccessible/some bound areas 
for a period not exceeding 15 days in a year. Efforts should be made to complete the loss due to such closure 
by working extra hours during the year. This closure need not therefore apply to all the ITIs even if they are 
in the same state.
Leave Admissible to Trainees :
(i) Casual Leave
Casual leave at the rate of 12 days per year for courses of one-year training duration or more will be admis-
sible subject to a maximum of 10 days at any one time.
For course of 6-month duration, only 6 days of casual leave are admissible.
Any holiday falling during the period of casual leave shall not be counted for the purpose of the limit of 12 
days.
Casual leave not utilized during the first year of a 2-year course shall stand lapsed at the end of the first 
year and shall not be permitted to be carried forward to the second year. If the trainee is a stipend holder, 
he/she will continue to draw the stipend at full rate during the period of casual leave. Casual leave cannot 
be combined with any other kind of leave. If casual leave is preceded or followed by medical or special 
leave provided that it shall not be allowed to exceed the maximum leave prescribed in respect of medical/
special leave.
(ii) Medical Leave
15 days of medical leave is allowed to trainees unable to attend duty owing to illness other than injuries 
received while at work.
Leave for a further period not exceeding three weeks for one-year trade courses and six weeks for two-year 
trade courses in addition to 15 days absence may be granted to a trainee on producing a medical certificate 
from a medical officer or a registered medical practitioner. This leave should only be granted once during 
the period of training.
A trainee who requires extension of leave beyond 15 days and who does not go to hospital for treatment, 
may be granted leave on the recommendations of the medical officer, if any, posted at the training institute 
by the State Government or a medical officer not below the rank of Assistant Surgeon.
If the medical officer of the rank of Assistant Surgeon is not within easy reach of the trainee, a certificate 
signed by a registered medical practitioner may be accepted. The cost of medical treatment, seat rent etc., 
will be borne by the Government in the case of a trainee admitted as an indoor patient in a hospital. The 
cost of diet during his/her stay as an indoor patient in a hospital will be borne by the trainee and not by 
the Government. The principal of the training institute will arrange to pay the hospital bill after obtaining 
the sanction of the concerned State Director, if necessary. A trainee who holds a stipend at the full rate 
during such leave.
During illness, trainees residing in government hostels will also be paid actual conveyance charge to and 
from the hospital by the cheapest mode of conveyance, irrespective of whether they are admitted in the 
hospital as indoor patients or not.
Trainees who are not fit for duty or do not report for duty at the end of two months should be discharged 
from the date of expiry of the period. They may, however, be readmitted for training by the State Director 
at his her discretion, provided he/she is satisfied that they could not join earlier and that they will be able 



to complete their course within the prescribed period. Any period involved in excess of the leave admissible  
will be without stipend in the case of trainees who hold a stipend.
In no circumstances should patent medicines be allowed to trainees at the cost of Government. The term 
‘patient medicine’ means medicines not ordinarily stocked in legal government hospitals or dispensaries 
but does not include vaccine, sera, or other materials required for injections, provided they are adminis-
tered on a limited scale as part of treatment for specific ailments and the necessity for their use is certified 
by a competent medical officer.

(iii) Special Leave
Special leave of upto 10 days for private reasons may be allowed to a trainee. In extraordinary cases, where 
the head of the institute is satisfied that the requirement is genuine, the period of special leave may, at 
his/her discretion, be raised to a maximum of 15 days for trainees of one-year trade course and 30 days for 
trainees of two-year trade courses. No scholarship will be admissible during the period of special leave to 
a trainee who is scholarship holder.
If a trainee overstays the maximum period of special leave, he/she should be struck off the rolls from the 
day following the date of expiry of the period and treated as an absconder.

(iv) Training Fee of Leave Period : Training fee will be payable to industrial training institutes with regard to 
trainees who avail of the above kinds of leave.

(v) Unauthorized Absence : For unauthorized absence of less than 10 conssecutive days at a time, the prin-
cipal of the institute should issue a written to the trainee for the first occasion. If the offence is repeated, 
his/her case should be reported to the State Director, with a view to discharge. Proportionate deduction of  
stipend from such trainees who are stipend holders should be made by the principal of the institute for all 
unauthorized absence.

(vi) Absconders : A trainee who absents himself from a training institute for 10 consecutive days without 
permission and without informing the principal of the institute of the reasons for his/her absence, should 
be treated as an absconder and struck off the rolls with effect from the day of his/her absence. If a trainee 
returns to the training institute within two weeks after having been stuck off as an absconder, he/she may 
be re-admitted by the principal of the institute with the approval of the State Director, provided the trainee 
gives a satisfactory explanation of his/her absence.

(vii) Suspensions, Discharges and Resignations :
State Directors may discharge, at their discretion, such trainees as are recommended for discharge by 
principals of training institute on account of unsatisfactory progress in training, misconduct, etc. For acts 
of indiscipline and misconduct, the principal of the institute should issue a written warning for the first 
offence. If the offence is repeated, the trainee’s case should be reported to the State Director with a view 
to discharge.
Pending investigation of allegations against a trainee suspected of misconduct, he/she may be suspended 
by the principal of the training institute for good and proper reasons which should be recorded by the 
principal in writing. During the period of suspension, no stipend should be paid to a trainee suspended for 
misconduct. The stipend may, however, be paid in full if and when such a trainee is exonerated.
Where a trainee under suspension is subsequently exonerated and the attendance due to his/her sus-
pension falls short of the prescribed 80% limit, he/she may be allowed to complete his/her training, not 
withstanding the shortage, and allowed to sit for the trade test if he/she has covered the prescribed training 
course.

Institute Uniforms :
All trainees of Institute are to wear uniforms of the following description :-
Boys :  Dark grey trousers, Grey check full sleeve shirt, black shoes & socks.
Girls :  Grey Check Kamis, Plain Grey Salwar, White Chuni, Black shoes & White socks.
 Black sweater for both boys & girls.
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COURSE INFORMATION
ENGINEERING TRADES

Two Year Trades
Electrician 
During the two years duration of Electrician trade a candidate is trained on professional skills& knowledge, 
Engineering Drawing, Workshop Calculation & Science and Employability skill related to job role. In addition 
to this a candidate is entrusted to undertake project work and extracurricular activities to build up confi-
dence. The Broad components covered during the course are given below:
FIRST YEAR: In this year the trainee learns about safety and environment, use of fire extinguishers, artificial 
respiratory resuscitation to begin with. He gets the idea of trade tools & its standardization, identifies 
different types of conductors, cables & their skinning & joint making. Basic electrical laws like Kirchhoff’s 
law, ohm’s law, laws of resistances and their application in different combinations of electrical circuit are 
practiced along with laws of magnetism. The trainee practices on circuit for single phase and poly-phase 
circuits for 3 wire /4 wire balanced & unbalanced loads. Skilling practice on different types & combina-
tion of cells for operation and maintenance is being done. Wiring practice with installation of different 
accessories like ICDP switch, distribution fuse box and mounting energy meters are practiced as per IE 
rules for hostel/residential building, workshop and its fault detection are done by trainee. The trainee will 
practice for pipe & plate earthing. Different types of light fitting are to be done like HP/LP mercury vapour 
and sodium vapour are prominent. The trainee will practice on different types of measuring instruments 
like multimeter, wattmeter, energy meter, phase sequences meter, frequency meter, for measurement of 
electrical parameters in single & three phase circuits. He will gain skill on range extension, calibration 
and testing of meters. Practice for dismantling, assembling and testing of heating element equipment, 
induction heating equipment, grinding machines and washing machines will be done by trainee. Skill will be 
gained on transformer for operation, efficiency, series parallel operation, replacement of transformer oil 
and combination of single-phase transformers for 3 phase operation. The trainee will practice on winding 
of small transformer.
SECOND YEAR: In this year the trainee will study the details of electrical rotating machines viz. DC machines, 
induction motors, alternators & MG sets and practice on them. The trainee will practice on determining 
characteristics, their performance analysis, starting, speed control and reversing direction of rotation of 
machines. He will practice on parallel operation & synchronization of alternators, winding practice and over 
hauling will be practiced for DC machine and induction motors. Practices on diodes for bridge rectifier, 
switching devices & amplifiers by electronic components, different wave shape generation and testing by 
CRO. Designing control cabinet, assembling control elements and their wiring are to be practiced. Speed 
control of AC/DC motors by electronic controller will be practiced. The trainee will practice on testing, 
analyzing and repairing of voltage stabilizer, emergency light, battery charger, UPS and inverter. He will 
gain knowledge of thermal, hydel, solar & wind energy systems. The trainee will practice on distribution 
system, domestic service line and accessories & their protection by practicing on relay and circuit breaker 
for operation and maintenance.

Electronic Mechanic 
During the two-year duration of Electronics Mechanic trade a candidate is trained on professional skill, 
professional knowledge, Engineering Drawing, Workshop Calculation & Science and Employability skill re-
lated to job role. In addition to this a candidate is entrusted to undertake project work and extracurricular 
activities to build up confidence. The Broad components covered professional skill, subjects are as below:-
FIRST YEAR: In this year the trainee learns about safety and environment, use of fire extinguishers, artificial 
respiratory resuscitation to begin with. He gets the idea of trade tools & its standardization, Familiarize 
with basics of electricity, test the cable and measure the electrical parameter. Skilling practice on different 
types & combination of cells for operation and maintenance of batteries being done. Identify and test 
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passive and active electronic components. Construct and test unregulated and regulated power supplies. 
Practice soldering and de-soldering of various types of electrical and electronic components on through 
hole PCBs. Assemble a computer system, install OS, Practice with MS office. Use the internet, browse, create 
mail IDs, download desired data from internet using search engines. The candidate will be able to construct 
and test amplifier, oscillator and wave shaping circuits. Testing of power electronic components. Construct 
and test power control circuits. Identify and test opto electronic devices. Able to achieve the skill on SMD 
Soldering and De-soldering of discrete SMD components. Verifying the truth tables of various digital ICs 
by referring Data book. Practice circuit simulation software to simulate and test various circuits. Identify 
various types of LEDs, LED displays and interface them to a digital counter and test. Construct and test 
various circuits using linear ICs 741 & 555.
SECOND YEAR: In this year the trainee will be able to operate DSO and perform various functions. Gaining 
the skill by practicing SMD Soldering and De-soldering of various types of IC Packages. Able to identify the 
defects and do rework of PCB. Construct and test simple electrical control circuits and various electrical 
protective devices. Identify, prepare, terminate and test various types of electronic cables used in vari-
ous electronic systems. Identify various functional blocks and I/O Ports of a 8051 microcontroller system, 
Familiarize with the instruction set of 8051 micro controller. Interface a model application with the Micro-
controller kit and run the application. Construct and test various modulation/demodulation circuits. The 
trainee will identify and test various types of sensors used in electronic industries and construct and test 
circuits using various sensors system. They can construct and test analog and digital IC based application 
circuits as a part of project work. The trainee will work with DPM Modules to measure various electrical 
parameter, also interface the LCD modules to display a word. They will also skilled with various modulation 
techniques to acquaint with fibre optic communication techniques by using trainer kit. Identify various 
functional blocks/major components/ICs in the given stabilizer, rectify the faults. Identify various Input 
and output sockets/connectors of the given SMPS and UPS. Install and troubleshoot the given solar panel 
system. Dismantle and assemble various types of cell / smart phones and trouble shoot the cell/smart 
phone. Dismantle and assemble the given LED light stack. Design a LED light for the given ratings. Assemble 
decorative lighting system (serial lights) using LED strips. Dismantle, assemble, trouble shoot and rectify 
LED and LCD TV sets.

Fitter
During the two-year duration a candidate is trained on subjects Professional Skill, Professional Knowledge, 
Engineering Drawing, Workshop Science & Calculation and Employability Skill related to job role. In addition 
to this a candidate is entrusted to make/do project work and Extra Curricular Activities to build up confi-
dence. The practical skills are imparted in simple to complex manner & simultaneously theory subject is 
taught in the same fashion to apply cognitive knowledge while executing task. The practical part starts with 
basic fitting with tolerance level ± 0.5mm and finally to ± 0.02mm and angular tolerance from 1’ to 10’ at the 
end of the course. The broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:
FIRST YEAR: The practical part starts with basic fitting in the beginning and the candidate also imparted 
training on allied trades viz., Sheet Metal, Welding (Gas & Arc) which leads to multi- skilling. In the basic 
fitting the skills imparted are sawing, filing, marking, chipping, measurement, riveting, soldering, brazing, 
drilling and observation of all safety aspects is mandatory. The accuracy achieved is of±0.25 mm. The safe-
ty aspects cover components like OSH & E, PPE, Fire extinguisher, First Aid and in addition 5S being taught.
Different drilling operations (through, blind, angular), reaming, offhand grinding, tapping, dieing, differ-
ent fits viz., sliding fit, etc., scraping, fastening (nuts & bolts, riveting, studs, screws, etc.,). The accuracy 
achieved is of± 0.04 mm and angular accuracy to 30minutes. Different turning operations on lathe (step, 
grooving, chamfering, drilling, boring, knurling & threading), simple repair, overhauling and lubrication work 
on machine are being taught in the practical.
SECOND YEAR: Power tool operation, different complex assembling and fitting, fastening, lapping, making 
gauges, pipe works and pipe joints, Dismantling, overhauling& assembling valves are covered. The accuracy 
achieved is of an accuracy of ± 0.02 mm & 10 minutes.
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Making & using drill jigs, making of critical components, repair & maintenance of power transmission 
system, making of template &complex gauges, identify different Pneumatic & hydraulic components and 
circuit construction, repair & maintenance of machinery like lathe, drill, grinding, bench drilling, Inspection 
of Machine tools, Accuracy testing of Machine tools and erection of simple machines are being performed 
as part of practical training.
Professional Knowledge subject is simultaneously taught in the same fashion to apply cognitive knowl-
edge while executing task. In addition components like Physical properties of engineering materials, In-
terchangeability, Method of expressing tolerance as per BIS Fits, different types of iron, properties and 
uses, special files, honing, Metallurgical and metal working processes such as Heat treatment, the various 
coatings used to protect metals, different bearing, working material with finished surface as aluminium, 
duralumin and stainless steel, topics related to non-ferrous metals, Method of lubrication are also covered 
under theory part.
Total three projects need to be completed by the candidates in a group. In addition to above components 
the core skills components viz., Workshop calculation & science, Engineering drawing, employability skills 
are also covered. These core skills are essential skills which are necessary to perform the job in any given 
situation.

INFORMATION & COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM MAINTENANCE.
During the two-year duration of Information & Communication Technology System Maintenance trade, a 
candidate is trained on Professional Skill, Professional Knowledge, Engineering Drawing, Workshop Cal-
culation &Science and Employability Skill related to job role. In addition to this, a candidate is entrusted 
to undertake project work and extracurricular activities to build up confidence. The broad components 
covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:-
FIRST YEAR: In this year, the trainee learns about safety and environment, use of fire extinguishers. They 
learns to work with various basic Electrical Components, perform all functions of Resistors and Soldering, 
De-soldering practice, able to recognize different types of Inductors, measure Inductance and uses of 
Transformer. They know about Capacitor, measure Capacitance and find resonance value of a circuit. Test-
ing and use of Diode to construct basic Electronic components. Recognize different types of Transistors 
and use it as Amplifiers in electronic circuit. Construct and test of an application circuit using different 
types of Semiconductors. Assemble and test various Power Supply circuit. Construct all digital circuit using 
logic gates and verify truth table. Familiarize charging of acid battery and verify connections. Verify internal 
parts of CRO and use it to measure voltage, frequency, modulation of modulator/ transmitter. Working with 
some important Mechanical, Electrical & Electronics Accessories used in information communication sys-
tem. The candidate will be able to achieve the skill to work with Word Processing and Spreadsheet Software. 
Trainees are able to assemble and replace hardware components of Desktop Computer. Installation of 
Operating System and all other application software. Customization of Operating System and maintenance 
of system application software. Assemble and replace hardware components of Laptop PC. Replace/ install 
SMPS and troubleshoot its faults. Familiarize and upgrading various components of Motherboard. Recog-
nize different types of memory devices, chips and its structure.
SECOND YEAR: In this year, trainee learns about installation and customization of Linux operating system. 
Installation of Printer, Scanner and troubleshoot their faults. Replace/ install Display Driver Card and ser-
vicing, configuration of various display unit. Replace/ install Sound Card and set properties to adjust sound 
quality. Maintenance and servicing of UPS. Installation and configuration of Modem, System Resources, Add 
on Cards, Cables & Connectors. Upgrading, maintenance and troubleshooting of PC. Assemble, replace and 
troubleshooting various parts of Tablet/ Smart Devices. Browsing internet and work with Cloud Computing. 
The candidate will be able to set up and configure Networking System using various network devices. 
Sharing and controlling resource and Internet connection through network. Implement Network Security 
to protect from various attacks on networking. Installation and basic configuration of Windows Server. 
Installation, configuration of DNS, Routing and user account customization. Configuration of Server and 
managing Server Network security and Infrastructure. Installation and basic configuration of Linux server.
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Mechanic Motor Vehicle
During the two-year duration, a candidate is trained on subjects- Professional Skill, Professional Knowl-
edge, Engineering Drawing, Workshop Calculation &Science and Employability Skills related to job role. In 
addition to this, a candidate is entrusted to make/do project work and Extra Curricular Activities to build up 
confidence. The practical skills are imparted in simple to complex manner & simultaneously theory subject 
is taught in the same fashion to apply cognitive knowledge while executing task.The broad components 
covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:
FIRST YEAR: This year will cover the safety aspect in general and specific to the trade, identification of 
tools & equipment, raw materials used. The trainee will perform Measuring & marking by using various 
Measuring & Marking tools. The trainee will be able to plan and perform basic fastening and fitting oper-
ations. Familiarize with basics of electricity, test and measure the electrical parameter. Skilling practice 
on maintenance of batteries being done. He will practice making various welding joints by using Arc and 
gas welding, trace and identify various hydraulics and pneumatics components and identify components in 
Air and Hydraulic Brake system. The candidate will be able to dismantle Diesel Engine of LMV as per given 
standard procedures. Able to achieve skill on Overhauling of Cylinder Head , valve train , Piston, connect-
ing rod assembly, crankshaft, flywheel and mounting flanges, spigot and bearings, camshaft etc. practice 
reassembling all parts of engine in correct sequence as per workshop manual. Perform testing on engine. 
Also the trainee practice on repair and maintenance of Cooling, lubrication, Intake & Exhaust system of 
Engine. Perform maintenance of diesel fuel system, FIP, Governor and monitor emission of vehicle. Practice 
on repair, maintenance and overhaul of Starter, alternator and perform Execute troubleshooting in engine 
of LMV/HMV.
SECOND YEAR: In the second year, the trainee will learn to perform overhauling of light vehicle/Heavy Vehi-
cle transmission units including Gear box, Single plate clutch assembly, Diaphragm clutch assembly , Con-
stant mesh Gear box, synchromesh gear box, gear linkages, Propeller shaft, Universal Slip Joint, Rear axle 
assembly, Differential assembly. The trainee will perform overhauling of light vehicle Chassis units, adher-
ing to the specifications and tolerances for the vehicle and the manufacturer’s approved overhauling meth-
ods, Standard repair methods, health and safety requirements etc. the trainee will learn how to overhaul, 
repair and service Shackle, Leaf spring, Front axle, Front and rear suspension, Steering Gearbox- worm and 
roller type, Steering Gearbox- Reticulating ball type, Master cylinder, Tandem Master cylinder, Front and rear 
brake, Wheel cylinder , Vacuum booster, Air servo unit, Air tank (reservoir) etc. The trainee will also learn to 
carry out wheel balancing and Wheel Alignment to within acceptable limits. 1. COURSE INFORMATION 2 Me-
chanic Motor Vehicle (MMV) The trainee will troubleshoot vehicle Engine components and ascertain repair. 
Plan & service Electronic Control Unit and check functionality. Diagnose & rectify the defects in vehicle to 
ensure functionality of vehicle. The trainees will carry out overhauling of charging system. Also the trainee 
will perform overhauling of starting system. Troubleshoot electrical components of vehicle and ascertain 
repair. Overhaul, service and testing Vehicle Air Conditioning system, its parts and check functionality. The 
trainee will also learn to drive vehicle following Traffic Regulations and maintenance of good road conduct.

Operator Advance mechanic Tools.
During the two-year duration, a candidate is trained on subjects- Professional Skill, Professional Knowl-
edge, Engineering Drawing, Workshop Science & Calculation and Employability Skills related to job role. In 
addition to this, a candidate is entrusted to make/do project work and Extra Curricular Activities to build 
up confidence. The practical skills are imparted in simple to complex manner & simultaneously theory sub-
ject is taught in the same fashion to apply cognitive knowledge while executing task. The content broadly 
covers manufacturing of different components by operating different conventional and CNC machines. The 
broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:
FIRST YEAR: - In this year, the contents covered are from safety aspect related to the trade, basic fit-
ting operations viz., making, filing, sawing, chiseling, drilling, tapping, grinding and sheet metal work. The 
practical also involves producing components by different turning and milling operations along with basic 
maintenance of machines. The practical training, it starts with operation of grinding machine and broad 
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information on different special machines is provided. Followed by different advanced turning and milling 
machines operation with extensive coverage of different operations & manufacturing components viz., 
taper turning, eccentric turning, boring, screw thread, multi start thread, gang milling, splines & different 
gears. Further inspections of components using different instruments & gauges and testing geometrical 
accuracy of machines are conducted.
SECOND YEAR: - In this year, all aspect of CNC turning covered starting from machine operations, program-
ming and producing components on actual machine. The CNC milling operation is covered in all aspect of 
CNC milling covered starting from machine operations, programming and producing components on actual 
machine. Finally, different basic maintenance of machines is carried out so that trainees get acquainted 
with a different machine maintenance required in day to day operation.

Draughtsman Civil     
During the two-year duration, a candidate is trained on subjects viz. Professional Skill, Professional Knowl-
edge, Workshop Science & Calculation and Employability Skillrelated to job role. In addition to this a can-
didate is entrusted to make/do project work and Extra Curricular Activities to build up confidence. The 
practical skills are imparted in simple to complex manner & simultaneously theory subject is taught in 
the same fashion to apply cognitive knowledge while executing task. The practical part starts with simple 
geometrical drawing and finally ends with preparing sanction plan of Residential/ Public building, drawing 
of roads, bridges, railway tracks, dams and Estimation and costing of civil works at the end of the course.
The broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:
FIRST YEAR:- The practical part starts with basic drawing (consisting geometrical figure, symbols & rep-
resentations). Later the drawing skills imparted are drawing of different scales, projections, drawing of 
shoring, scaffolding, stone and brick masonry, foundation, damp proofing, arches / lintel etc. and obser-
vation of all safety aspects is mandatory. The safety aspects covers components like OSH&E, PPE, Fire 
extinguisher, First Aid and in addition 5S being taught. Different site survey (using Chain & tape, Prismatic 
compass, Plane table, Levelling instrument, Theodolite), field book entry, plotting, mapping, calculation of 
area, Drawing of carpentry joints and Electrical wiring, drawing of floors, slabs, vertical movements (viz.
stair, lift well, ramp and escalator ), drawing of different types of roof truss are being taught in the practical.
SECOND YEAR:- Single storied building plan in traditional drawing.Knowledge and application of Computer 
Aided Drafting.Workspace creating drawing using toolbars, commands, and menus.Plotting drawing from 
CAD. 2D drafting of Doors, Windows, hand railing, wash basin, and plumbing joints. Preparing library folders 
by creating blocks of regularly used items. Preparation of a sanction plan of double storied RCC flat roof 
residential building using CAD. Preparation of a drawing of public building by framed structure using CAD. 
Preparation of Bar bending schedule. Drawing of different steel structure joints using CAD. Detail drawing 
of sanitary fittings and sewerage arrangements using CAD. Detail and sectional drawing of Roads, Bridg-
es, culverts, railway tracks and embankment, Dams, Barrages, Weir and cross drainage works using CAD, 
schematic diagram of hydro electric project using CAD, Estimating and Cost analysis of different types of 
buildings and structures, preparation of map using Total Station and location of station point using GPS are 
being performed as part of practical training.

SURVEYOR 
During the two-year duration a candidate is trained on subjects viz. Professional Skill, Professional Knowl-
edge, Workshop Science & Calculation and Employability skills related to job role. In addition to this a 
candidate is entrusted to make/do project work and Extra Curricular Activities to build up confidence. The 
practical skills are imparted in simple to complex manner & simultaneously Professional Knowledge (theory 
subject) is taught in the same fashion to apply cognitive knowledge while executing task. The practical 
part starts with simple geometrical drawing and finally ends with preparing topographical map, Cadastral/ 
mouza map, detailed road project, survey drawing using CAD, application of GIS techniques, Hydrographic 
survey, Transmission line site survey, railway line site survey, sanction plan of Residential / Public building, 
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and detailed estimate. The broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:-
FIRST YEAR: In the beginning of the course the trainees are acquainted with occupational safety & health, 
PPE, etc. Observation of all safety aspects is mandatory. The safety aspect covers components like OSH & 
E, PPE, Fire extinguisher, First Aid, etc. The practical part starts with basic drawing (consisting of lettering, 
numbering, geometrical figure, symbols & representations). Later the drawing skills imparted are drawing 
of different scales, projections, perform site survey and prepare a site plan using chain / tape, prismatic 
compass, perform AutoCAD drawing. Knowledge and application of Computer Aided Drawing has been in-
troduced. Workspace creating drawing using toolbars, commands, and menus. Plotting drawing from CAD. 
Different site survey using Plane table( radiation, intersection, traversing, determination of height), The-
odolite (measurement of angle, traversing, computation of area), Levelling instrument (different levelling
– differential, reciprocal, etc.), tacheometer (determination of horizontal and vertical distance, constants, 
etc.), field book entry, plotting, mapping, calculation of area, preparing traverse drawing, simple building 
drawing using CAD are being taught in the practical.
SECOND YEAR: Making topographical map using Level instruments with contours ( Interpolation of contour, 
preparation of section, computation of volume, setting of simple, compound, reverse, transition and vertical 
curve), performing survey using Total Station and preparation of map (measurement of angle, co-ordinates 
and heights, downloading survey data and plotting), making of site plan by Cadastral survey (preparation 
of site plan, calculation of plot area, etc.), performing road project survey (location survey and prepara-
tion of route map, profile/ longitudinal / cross sectional levelling and plotting) and survey drawing using 
CAD. Drawing of cartographic projection, setting and application of GIS & GPS techniques in various fields, 
collection and processing of data, performing hydrographic survey (determining hydrographic depth, mea-
suring velocity of flow, determining cross sectional area of river, calculating the discharge of a river, etc.), 
performing transmission line site survey (making of alignment, conducting detailed survey, final location 
survey and making of tower foundation pit point), performing railway line site survey, drawing of building by 
CAD and preparation of estimation are being done as part of practical training.

Draughtsman Mechanical

During the two-year duration, a candidate is trained on subjects- Professional Skill, Professional Knowledge, 
Workshop Science & Calculation and Employability Skills related to job role. In addition to this, a candidate 
is entrusted to make/do project work and extra curricular activities to build up confidence. The practical 
skills are imparted in simple to complex manner & simultaneously theory subject is taught in the same 
fashion to apply cognitive knowledge while executing task. The practical part starts with basic freehand 
sketches and conventional drawing using instruments. At the end of the course, skillis developed with 
computer aided production drawing and detailing. The broad components covered under Professional Skill 
subject are as follows:

FIRST YEAR: This year includes construction of geometrical figures using drawing instruments, freehand 
drawing of machine components in correct proportions, procedure to prepare a drawing sheet as per BIS 
standard. After becoming familiar with basic drafting terminology, students begin to develop multi-view 
drawings and learning about projection methods, auxiliary views and section views. Lettering, tolerance, 
metric construction, technical sketching and orthographic projection, isometric drawing, oblique and per-
spective projection are also covered. Introduction of drawing of different fasteners, welds, and locking 
devices as per specification mentioned in SP-46:2003 and use of CAD technology in 2D environment.The 
candidate also imparted training on allied trades viz. Fitter, Turner, Machinist, Sheet Metal Worker, Welder, 
Foundryman, Electrician and Maintenance Motor Vehicles.The safety aspects covers components like OS-
H&E, PPE, Fire extinguisher, First Aid and in addition 5S being taught.

SECOND YEAR: To develop skill in CAD application practical assignments are given by using commands in 
various methods. Detail and assembly drawing of machine parts viz., Pulleys, Pipe fittings, Gears and Cams 
applying range of cognitive and practical skills. Construct production drawing applying quality concept in 
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CAD. Creation of objects in 3D Modeling Space and generate views, print preview to plot in drawing and pdf 
format. Individual skill is developed by preparing production drawing of machine parts applying conven-
tional sign and symbol by taking measurement. Impart knowledge to draw workshop layout of a production 
industry considering process path and human ergonomics. In SolidWorks/AutoCAD Inventor/ 3D modeling 
environment the assignment is to create and plot assembly and detailed views of machine parts with di-
mensions, annotations, title block and bill of materials.
Professional Knowledge subject is simultaneously taught in the same fashion to apply cognitive knowl-
edge while executing task. In addition components like physical properties of engineering materials, in-
terchangeability, method of expressing tolerance as per BIS Fits, different types of iron, properties and 
uses, special files, honing, metallurgical and metal  working processes such as heat treatment, the various 
coatings used to protect metals, different bearing, working material with finished surface as aluminium, 
duralumin and stainless steel, topics related to non-ferrous metals, method of lubrication are also covered 
under theory part. At the end part of each year, the trainees should express their skills by presenting project 
works. In addition to above components the core skills components viz., workshop calculation & science, 
employability skills are also covered. These core skills are essential skills which are necessary to perform 
the job in any given situ
 
WIREMAN 
During the one year duration a candidate is trained on subjects Professional Skill, Professional Knowledge, 
Engineering Drawing, Workshop Science & Calculation and Employability Skills related to job role. In addi-
tion to this a candidate is entrusted to undertake project work and extracurricular activities to build up 
confidence. The broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:
The practical skills are imparted in simple to complex manner & simultaneously theory subject is taught 
in the same fashion to apply cognitive knowledge while executing task. The safety aspects covers com-
ponents like OSH & E, PPE, Fire extinguisher, First Aid and in addition 5S being taught. The practical part 
starts with edge preparation by hacksawing, filing and fitting followed by Oxy Acetylene Welding & Brazing, 
Oxy Acetylene Cutting, Shielded Metal Arc Welding, Gas Metal Arc Welding, Gas Tungsten Arc Welding and 
Spot Welding, Plasma Cutting and Arc Gouging. These processes are widely used in Industries. During the 
practice on Welding / Brazing process, the trainees will learn to read the job drawing, select the required 
base metal and filler metals, cut the metals by appropriate process, carry out edge preparation, setup the 
plant and do welding/Brazing on M.S, SS, Aluminium and Copper in different positions. On completion of 
each job the trainees will also evaluate their jobs by visual inspection, and identify the defects for further 
correction/improvement. They learn to adapt precautionary measures such as preheating; maintaining 
inter-pass temperature and post weld heat treatment for Welding Alloy steel, Cast Iron etc. The Work Shop 
calculation taught will help them to plan and cut the required jobs economically without wasting the ma-
terial and also used in estimating the Electrodes, filler metals etc. The Workshop Science taught will help 
them to understand the materials and properties, effect of alloying elements etc. Engineering Drawing 
taught will be applied while reading the job drawings and will be useful in understanding the location, type 
and size of weld to be carried out. The professional knowledge taught will be useful in understanding the 
principles of Welding, Brazing and Cutting process, use of jigs and Fixtures, distortion and methods of con-
trol, selection of consumables and to take precautionary measures for storage and handling and apply the 
same for executing the Cutting, Welding and Brazing. The knowledge and practice imparted on Destructive 
and Non-destructive testing will be use in understanding the standard quality of welds and to carry out 
shop floor Inspection and test in laboratories. 1. COURSE INFORMATION 2 WELDER One project need to be 
completed by the candidates in a group. In addition to above components the core skills components viz., 
Workshop calculation & science, Engineering drawing, employability skills are also covered. These core 
skills are essential skills which are necessary to perform the job in any given situation.
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One Year Trades:

Plumber.
During the one-year duration a candidate of Plumber trade is trained on subjects Professional Skill, Profes-
sional Knowledge, Engineering Drawing, Workshop Science & Calculation and Employability Skills related to 
job role. In addition to this a candidate is entrusted to make/do project work and Extra Curricular Activities 
to build up confidence. The practical skills are imparted in simple to complex manner & simultaneously the-
ory subject is taught in the same fashion to apply cognitive knowledge while executing task. The practical 
part starts with basic pipe work viz. cutting of pipes, threading, joining, etc. and finally to fitting, fixing and 
laying of hot & cold water pipe line, repairing and reconditioning of waste pipe line at the end of the course. 
The broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below: The practical part starts with 
basic fitting in the beginning and the candidate imparted training on allied trades viz., carpenter, Welding 
(Gas & Arc), Masonry which leads to multiskilling. In the basic fitting the skills imparted are marking, sawing, 
chipping, filing, measurement, soldering, brazing, drilling, grinding and observation of all safety aspects 
is mandatory. The accuracy achieved is of±0.25 mm. The safety aspects covers components like OSH&E, 
PPE, Fire extinguisher, First Aid etc. Cutting Pipes in different angle. Joining of pipes of different diameter 
and angles by gas welding, thread cutting on different types of pipes & fittings accessories. Making of 
brick wall and RCC casting. Brick wall cutting for concealing pipe line. Bending of Pipes, Making of pipe 
line circuit for water distribution, fixing Cocks & valve, Water analysis test, Water Pressure test are being 
taught. Alignment and laying of humid asbestos pipeline & maintenance of drainage pipe line. Installation 
and maintenance of Electric pumps, Construction of inspection chamber, manhole, gutter, septic tank, 
socket etc. Testing of drainage pipe, Removal of leakage pipe line, Installation, fixing & maintenance of 
valve & cock, water meter, Fixtures, hot & cold water pipe line, Repairing & reconditioning of waste pipe 
line, Repairing & reconditioning, scraping & painting of sanitary fittings are being taught in the practical. 
Professional Knowledge subject is simultaneously taught in the same fashion to apply cognitive knowledge 
while executing task. In addition, components like Physical properties of engineering materials, different 
types of iron, properties and uses, Heat & Temperature are also covered under theory part. Total three 
projects need to be completed by the candidates in a group. In addition to above components the core 
skills components viz., Workshop calculation & science, Engineering drawing, employability skills are also 
covered. These core skills are essential skills which are necessary to perform the job in any given situation.

Carpenter    
During one-year duration of “Carpenter” trade, a candidate is trained on Professional Skill, Professional 
Knowledge and Employability Skillrelated to job role. In addition to this, a candidate is entrusted to un-
dertake project work, extracurricular activities and on-the-job training to build up confidence. The broad 
components covered under Professional skill subject are as below: - The trainee learns about elementary 
first aid, firefighting, environment regulation and housekeeping etc. The trainee identifies timber/ wood, 
apply measuring, marking and testing instrument and other holding and supporting hand tools. He will 
be able to use various saws and portable power saw machines for Ripping, cross cutting, Oblique sawing 
and curve cutting etc. He will be able to analyze the surface finish with exact sizing by planning operation 
and apply various shaving tools or portable power planning machine. The trainee can apply various paring 
tools and analyze and choose the positioning and employ holding device for chiselling with better finish. 
He will be able to identify and classify various types of joints, analyze and prepare correct joint at correct 
position, related with strength and appearance. He will be able to make small wooden job as per drawing 
with schedule sizes of timber or alternatives of timber i.e. FRP, MDF, FOAM using various hardware, analyze 
and use various carving tools and convert a wooden block/ piece into a decorative article. The trainee 
will be able to preserve wooden item through surface finishing with various processes such as painting, 
polishing, varnishing etc. The trainee learns ripping, cross cutting, curve cutting etc. on band saw/ circular 
saw machine and grinding and setting of blade/ cutter. He can perform different operations on planning 
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machine along with sharpening blades. (Range of operations – Surfacing, thickening, chamfering, edge 
bending etc.). The trainee can work on pedestal grinder (Range of operations – grinding of mushroom head, 
cutting edge of tools, drills, etc.). He can make holes of different sizes in correct location on woodwork, 
can perform different operations on wood turning lathe along with sharpening of cutting tools. The trainee 
can do different operations on Tenon and mortise machine, Sanding machine. He will be able to prepare 
different types of pattern, core box, core print etc. for moulding application with proper allowances and 
colour codes. Can produce component involving different operations of fitting and sheet metal work and 
check for functionality. The trainee will be able to prepare various roof truss, door and windows frame and 
shutters, assembling & fixing (wooden/ aluminium or PVC), Paint various door, windows frame, stair and 
furniture (wooden or aluminium), Prepare various type of wooden floor, partition wall etc. He will able to 
check, identify, analyze and repair the wooden job. The trainee also undergoes two weeks project work at 
the end of year which gives them more practical exposure and helps to build up confidence level

Solar Technician (Electrical)
During the one-year duration of Solar Technician (Electrical) trade a candidate is trained on professional 
Skill, professional Knowledge and Employability Skill related to job role. In addition to this a candidate 
is entrusted to undertake project work and extracurricular activities to build up confidence. The broad 
components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:- During the course the trainee learns 
about safety and environment, use of fire extinguishers, artificial respiratory resuscitation to begin with. 
He gets the idea of trade tools & its standardization, identifies different types of conductors, cables & their 
skinning & joint making. Basic electrical laws and their application in different combinations of electrical 
circuit are practiced along with laws of magnetism. Performs testing by various Electrical Instruments like 
Wattmeter, Energy meter, etc. Performs basic Electric energy calculations and understand transmission 
and distribution of electrical power. The Trainee understands natural planetary movements and sunlight’s 
path. Measures intensity of solar radiation, analyzes shadow effect on incident solar radiation, plots curve 
of radiation measured and draws a solar map with respect to time for a location. The Trainee learns about 
characteristics of Photovoltaic cells and modules, Batteries, Charge Controllers and constructs small Solar 
DC appliances. The Trainee learns to arrange and test solar batteries and their correct disposal. Learns 
connections and testing of Solar Panel, Charge Controller, Battery Bank and Inverter. Learns types of Invert-
ers used in the Solar system and their application according to the requirements of the project. Prepares 
bill of material for small, medium and mega solar projects. Plan and prepares reports on building integrated 
solar mount. Installation and commissioning of Solar PV plant and hybrid plants. The Trainee learns various 
tests pertaining to PV Modules and their installation as per IEC standards. Understands manufacturing pro-
cess of solar panels, prepare and commission marketable solar products viz., solar water pump, solar street 
light, solar fertilizer sprayer etc. The Trainee learns about electrical maintenance of Inverters/Cables/Junc-
tion boxes, inspection of mounting structure of solar modules and replacement of defective fixtures.

WELDER.
During the one year duration a candidate is trained on subjects Professional Skill, Professional Knowledge, 
Engineering Drawing, Workshop Science & Calculation and Employability Skills related to job role. In addi-
tion to this a candidate is entrusted to undertake project work and extracurricular activities to build up con-
fidence. The broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below: The practical skills 
are imparted in simple to complex manner & simultaneously theory subject is taught in the same fashion to 
apply cognitive knowledge while executing task. The safety aspects covers components like OSH & E, PPE, 
Fire extinguisher, First Aid and in addition 5S being taught. The practical part starts with edge preparation 
by hacksawing, filing and fitting followed by Oxy Acetylene Welding & Brazing, Oxy Acetylene Cutting, Shield-
ed Metal Arc Welding, Gas Metal Arc Welding, Gas Tungsten Arc Welding and Spot Welding, Plasma Cutting 
and Arc Gouging. These processes are widely used in Industries. During the practice on Welding / Brazing 
process, the trainees will learn to read the job drawing, select the required base metal and filler metals, 
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cut the metals by appropriate process, carry out edge preparation, setup the plant and do welding/Brazing 
on M.S, SS, Aluminium and Copper in different positions. On completion of each job the trainees will also 
evaluate their jobs by visual inspection, and identify the defects for further correction/improvement. They 
learn to adapt precautionary measures such as preheating; maintaining inter-pass temperature and post 
weld heat treatment for Welding Alloy steel, Cast Iron etc. The Work Shop calculation taught will help them 
to plan and cut the required jobs economically without wasting the material and also used in estimating 
the Electrodes, filler metals etc. The Workshop Science taught will help them to understand the materials 
and properties, effect of alloying elements etc. Engineering Drawing taught will be applied while reading 
the job drawings and will be useful in understanding the location, type and size of weld to be carried out. 
The professional knowledge taught will be useful in understanding the principles of Welding, Brazing and 
Cutting process, use of jigs and Fixtures, distortion and methods of control, selection of consumables and 
to take precautionary measures for storage and handling and apply the same for executing the Cutting, 
Welding and Brazing. The knowledge and practice imparted on Destructive and Non-destructive testing will 
be use in understanding the standard quality of welds and to carry out shop floor Inspection and test in 
laboratories. 1. COURSE INFORMATION 2 WELDER One project need to be completed by the candidates in a 
group. In addition to above components the core skills components viz., Workshop calculation & science, 
Engineering drawing, employability skills are also covered. These core skills are essential skills which are 
necessary to perform the job in any given situation

INTERION DESIGN DECORATOR.
During the one-year duration of “Interior Design & Decoration” trade a candidate is trained on professional 
skill, professional knowledge and Employability skill related to the job role. In this trade we don’t just teach 
Interior Design, we encourage each and every student to access and nurture their own natural sense of flair 
and creativity. We also help them to know that how can they create new ideas, thoughts and also to execute 
them in real form. In addition to this a candidate is entrusted to undertake project work, extracurricular 
activities and on job training to build up confidence. The broad components covered under Professional 
Skill subject are as below:- During one year duration trainee learns about elementary first aid, fire fighting, 
environment regulation and housekeeping etc. The trainee gains knowledge for using drawing instrument 
and other supporting tools. The trainee draws various drawings of Interior design. The trainee learns to ap-
ply various tools and plan the design & position of furniture etc. with suitable layout. He/ she will be able to 
identify and classify various types of drawing, scale, analyze and prepare drawing according to place. The 
trainee learns to make small residential drawing plan with schedule sizes of furniture & apply color scheme. 
The trainee will be able to draw perspective view and prepare Power Point Presentation with various design 
process. The trainee can perform different designs on planning along with Auto Cad software. The trainee 
learns 2D Software designs. He/she can make drawing of different sizes in correct scale on computer with 
the help of design software. The trainee can perform different operations on software along with different 
designs i.e. false ceiling, flooring, carpentry joints, partition wall, etc. The trainee will be able to draw var-
ious door & window frame and door - window designs. The trainee will be able to draw different types of 
layout designs for plumbing, lighting, Air Conditioning, etc. He/ she will be able to analyze & uses of paint, 
polish and varnish. The trainee will draw various type of small commercial planning with color scheme. The 
trainee will be able to check, identify, analyze, and draw the Interior jobs. The trainee also undergoes two 
weeks project work at the mid and end of the year which gives them more practical exposure and helps to 
build up confidence level.

MASON
During the one-year duration a candidate of Mason (Building Constructor) trade is trained on subjects Pro-
fessional Skill, Professional Knowledge, Engineering Drawing, Workshop Science & Calculation and Employ-
ability Skills related to job role. In addition to this a candidate is entrusted to make/do project work and 
Extra Curricular Activities to build up confidence. The practical skills are imparted in simple to complex 
manner & simultaneously theory subject is taught in the same fashion to apply cognitive knowledge while 
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executing task. The practical part starts with basic constructional work viz. cutting of bricks / stones, 
Masonry (brick/stone), Cutting of rods, R.C.C work, etc. and finally to constructing building, finishing work, 
centering shuttering for R.C.C beams, column, lintels etc. at the end of the course. The broad components 
covered under Professional Skill subject are as below: The practical part starts with basic construction-
al parts (Masonry) and the candidate imparted training on allied trades viz., carpenter (which leads to 
multi-skilling). In the basic carpentry the skills imparted are marking, sawing, Planning, chiseling, measure-
ment, drilling, grinding of tools and observation of all safety aspects is mandatory. The safety aspects cover 
components like OSH&E, PPE, Fire extinguisher, First Aid etc. Masonry deals with making masonry brick 
wall as per drawing leaving space for door & window opening, Preparation of R.C.C casting, Construction 
of cavity wall, Laying out of building plan, diagonal check-up, fixing up of excavation lines, Wall & ceiling 
plastering, Making of different types of floor determining and Formation of Slope. Further, laying of drain 
pipe, jointing, fittings & fixing of W.C. pan, urinals, gully trap. Construction of manhole etc., Construction of 
septic tank, Fixing& fittings of wash basin, flushing cistern, sink, vent pipe, etc., Construction of stone wall, 
Laying of marble on floor & stair, Construction of circular brick & hollow block walls, Preparing & mixing of 
concrete, formwork, casting of roof slab, beams, lintels, stair, column etc., cutting & setting of glazed tiles 
to walls, Laying of mosaic, terrazzo & tile flooring, Construction of R.C.C. & Brick stairs are being taught in 
the practical. Professional Knowledge subject is simultaneously taught in the same fashion to apply cogni-
tive knowledge while executing task. In addition components like Physical properties of materials, different 
types of constructional materials such as bricks, properties of good bricks, various types of cement with 
their properties, types of bonding in masonry work, foundation related knowledge, about R.C.Care also 
covered under theory part. Projects need to be completed by the candidates in a group. In addition to 
above components the core skills components viz., Workshop calculation & Science, Engineering Drawing, 
Employability Skills are also covered. These core skills are essential skills which are necessary to perform 
the job in any given situation.

Painter General.
During the two years duration of Painter (General) trade, a candidate is trained on Professional Skill, Profes-
sional Knowledge, Engineering Drawing, Workshop Calculation & Science and Employability Skill related to 
job role. In addition to this, a candidate is entrusted to undertake project work and extracurricular activities 
to build up confidence. The broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:- 
FIRST YEAR-The practical part starts with practice different types of sketching, ability to synthesize of 
free hand sketching of different objects etc. Identifying the paper, colour schemes and compose different 
types of colour shade expertise in 2D design. He will also practice sketches of different types of letters with 
colour shades. The safety aspect covers components like PPE, Fire extinguisher, First Aid. The trainees 
undergo allied trade training viz. basic fitting, marking, chiseling, filing, drilling and pipe fitting etc. He will 
practice for manufacturing of simple sheet metal items as per drawing and join them by riveting. Execute 
different types of operating system and explore the working on DTP, corel draw, photo shop etc. Involved 
to making of different shapes in ornamental design, text, symbols etc. Produce sign board, name plate and 
preparing back ground painting, screen printing. Second Year –In this year the trainees covers to devel-
opment of craft work and artistic work on radium/vinyl/thermocol etc. He will also learn the techniques 
of decorative painting on wooden surface. Practice on internal and external building painting by using 
different decorative press. He will also learn painting of windows, grill, doors and different metal surface 
and pipes. The trainees will practice the process of cleaning and painting on metal surface for preventive 
coating. Maintenance of different pneumatic components of paint gun, compressor, filter, pressure gauge, 
regulator, valve etc. Practicing of spray painting technique and also work on spray booths. Finding out the 
aspect ratio of missing of paint, hardener and solvent. Identify and apply of spray painting in home appli-
ances, agricultural equipments and automotive bodies after removing of dents and recover the damaged 
parts. Identifying different types of power coating and apply the power coating technique in appropriate 
place. He will also integrate quality testing for various paints and painted films.
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COURSE INFORMATION

NON-ENGINEERING TRADES
One Year Trades

Stenographer Secretarial Assistant
During the one-year duration of “Stenographer Secretarial Assistant (English)” trade a candidate is trained 
on professional skill, professional knowledge, and Employability skill related to job role. In addition to this a 
candidate is entrusted to undertake project work and extracurricular activities to build up confidence. The 
broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:- The trainee learns about safety 
and environment, use of Stenographer Secretarial Assistant English, artificial respiratory resuscitation to 
begin with. He/she gets the idea about the computer hardware & its peripherals, classify the consonants 
& its direction /joining the consonants, distinguish between long & short vowels, Describe Logograms, 
Grammalogues Contraction & use of ‘the’ /punctuation mark. Understand Diphthong, Prepare Windows op-
erating system on computer, Compare all types of alternative forms & recognize the finger positioning on 
the computer keyboard, Compare all types of alternative forms & recognize the finger positioning on the 
computer keyboard, Recognize the direction of SHR & SHL, Observed curved hooked strokes and compound 
consonant, Recognize Final Hooks, Recognize Final Hooks, List the prefixes, List the suffixes, Identify the 
monetary units & use it. Also includes shorthand, translation, and note taking techniques and applies on 
computer for speed typing in MS-Word. The trainee will be able to experiment the MS-Excel, Label the office 
layout, Name the dispatch and diary register &maintain computer from virus effect, Identify all types of 
file &prepare MS-Power point, Demonstrate MS-PowerPoint Presentation, Create E-Mail ID, correspondence 
through mail, filling up online forms and documents for registration etc., booking tickets for rail, bus, air 
and hotels, Identify all types of official tools & equipments, Observe all types of postal services, Prepare all 
types of letters, notice, agenda, minutes, reports, circular & memorandum. Trainees will able to maintain 
calendar of event and general Banking Correspondence.

Dress making.
During the one-year duration of “Dress Making” trade, a candidate is trained on Professional Skill, Profes-
sional Knowledge and Employability Skills related to the job role. In addition to this, a candidate is entrusted 
to undertake project work, extracurricular activities and on-the-job training to build up confidence. The 
broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below: - The broad professional skills 
covered as part of the skill training starts with making hand stitches in the given fabric; Stitching the fol-
lowing using the given fabric: Seams with seam finishes, Darts, Pleats, Tucks, Gathers & Shirrs, Frill, Hem, 
Casing, Edge Finishing, Neck lines, Placket, Pocket, Collar, Sleeves, Cuff. Then the trainee learns how to fix 
the fasteners on the given fabric, mend the given fabric as per requirement. He/she is also able to draft a 
pattern for Ladies Suit & Sew a Ladies’ Suit with the help of the given pattern. The trainee starts sketching 
the following manually by applying suitable fabric designsIndian Dresses & Western Dresses. Then he/ she 
designs the following with suitable fabric design using Corel draw software- Indian Dresses & Western 
Dresses. The trainee is able to make the following Block Pattern set using different sizes taken from a size 
chart - Children’s Block, Block for Teenager, Ladies Block, Gents Block; makes the patterns for the following 
using Draping Techniques - Basic Bodice with Darts, Basic Bodice with Princess line, Basic Straight Skirt, 
Basic Circular Skirt. He/she becomes capable of constructing the following garments with fitting and qual-
ity according to the sketched designs and blocks using adaptation/draping and manipulation techniques 
- Dress for Children (Yoke Frock), Dress for Teenager, Ladies Dress, Ladies Suit, Ladies Night wear, Ladies 
Blouse, gents’ Shirt, gents’ trouser. In the later phase of the first year, they are able to make patterns of the 
following by Pattern Grading techniques to their next higher or lower sizes using the size charts. Also make 
markers on different width, texture & designs of the following- Frocks, Blouses, Shirts, Trousers.
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Cosmetology
During one-year duration of ‘Cosmetology’ trade, a candidate is trained on Professional Skill, Professional 
Knowledge and Employability Skill related to job role. In addition to this, a candidate is entrusted to un-
dertake project work, extracurricular activities and on-the-job training to build up confidence. The broad 
components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below: The trainee learns to develop good 
appearance and behaviour, practices tasks as per industry standard and develops good communication 
skill. He/she is trained to prepare and maintain work area and maintain health and safety at the work-
place; carry out epilation and depilation services; illustrate and explain hair structure & hair growth cycle; 
carry out manicure and pedicure services. The trainee is able to explain anatomy of nail; differentiate and 
identify nail disease & nail disorders; carry out facial treatments for common skin problems; illustrate and 
explain skin structure; carry out hair treatment for common hair problems. The learner learns to illus-
trate and explain structure of hair; create basic haircuts using special cutting techniques; demonstrate 
basic yogic exercises for stamina building and correcting body posture; demonstrate day, evening, party 
& bridal makeup and explain effects of light on makeup. He/she learns to create traditional hair styles & 
hair designing with artificial aids and thermal gadgets; demonstrate hair colouring, perming, straightening, 
rebonding & smoothing. Also, the trainee is able to explain the knowledge of bonds; create bindi, heena 
& tattoo designing, drape saree in different styles and demonstrate asanas for spine stretching, stress 
management & common body ailments after completion of this course.

Baker & Confectioner        
Baker & Confectioner During the one-year duration of “Baker & Confectioner” trade, a candidate is trained 
on Professional Skill, Professional Knowledge and Employability Skill related to job role. In addition to this, 
a candidate is entrusted to undertake project work, extracurricular activities and on-the-job training to 
build up confidence. The broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below: During 
the training period the trainee learns about elementary first-aid, firefighting, environment regulation and 
housekeeping, etc. The trainee identifies trade tools, kitchen equipment and kitchen operation process. He 
is aware of the importance of personal hygiene, cleanliness of bakery utensils, food handling and hygiene 
protective clothing. He practices safe handling of bakery equipments and other hand tools. He identifies 
basic ingredients, spices used in bakery. The trainee practices and prepares various types of bread and 
cakes. The trainee learns to prepare different types of cakes, icing, rolls, and pastries. Prepare different 
biscuits & Baking Biscuits, confectioneries and different Indian sweets. It is also demonstrated to the train-
ee via presentation about the activities which are not feasible to be practiced at the Institute. The trainee 
also undergoes four weeks on-the- job training in various hotel industries, bakeries and confectioneries at 
the end of the course which gives them more practical exposure to industrial environment.

Catering & Hospitality Assistant
During the one-year duration of “Catering & Hospitality Assistant” trade, a candidate is trained on Profes-
sional Skill, Professional Knowledge and Employability Skill related to job role. In addition to this, a candi-
date is entrusted to undertake project work, extracurricular activities and on-the-job training to build up 
confidence. The broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:- In this course, 
the trainee learns about different types of outlets and types of meals used in industry, adopt different 
profiles, dress codes and attributes of a waiter and identifies equipment, glassware tableware, cutlery/
crockery and other equipments. He carries out Institute Housekeeping, Institutional Culture and staff-
ing operations in Hotels. The trainee maintains cleaning schedule, operates various cleaning equipment, 
makes bed ready for the guest and maintain indoor plants/ flower arrangements. He/she learns to use 
various modern cookery levels of skill, attitude and behavior in the kitchen. He/she practices use of Kitchen 
Equipment, Tools Utensils, LPG Stove/ Cooking range, Electric Toaster, Mixer/ Grinder, Food Processor and 
Water Purifiers etc., undertake their care and maintenance. The Trainee identifies and performs various 
cuts of vegetable, fruits and preparation of eggs. The trainee learns to plan menu following origin of menus, 
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lay and relay table covers, A la carte cover and set up Buffet etc. He/she learns to take guest order, handling 
guest complaints and grievances. The Trainee learns to operate Internet, understand networking concept, 
LAN/ WAN, Services on Internet, E-Mails, Voice Mails, Browser and search engines etc. The trainee is able 
to communicate clearly avoiding jargon and slang, greet, ask permission to hold, respect customer, explain 
customer concerns, call transferring, offering services, building relationship by personal preference. The 
trainee also learns to prepare various alcoholic, non-alcoholic beverages, mocktails and cocktails etc.

Computer Operator Programming Assistant.
During the one-year duration of Computer Operator and Programming Assistant trade a candidate is trained 
on professional skill, professional knowledge and Employability skill related to job role. In addition to this 
a candidate is entrusted to undertake project work and extracurricular activities to build up confidence. 
The Broad components covered professional skill, subjects are as below:- The trainee learns about safety 
and environment, use of fire extinguishers. He learns about trade tools, identifies computer peripherals, 
internal components, basic DOS commands, Windows and Linux interface and its related software installa-
tion process. Trainees will work with MS Office package to create word document, practice with excel sheet 
and get idea to create a good power point presentation, maintain database with MS Access. They will set 
up and configure a network system of an organization. They will use internet to search information using 
browser along with official/ social communication process. Trainees will create basic static webpage using 
HTML. Trainees can go on industrial visit or projects specified in the syllabus. The trainee learns scripting 
language i.e. JavaScript and will develop dynamic webpage and hosting technique in a registered domain. 
They will use VBA to create & edit various types of macros in MS Excel and to develop user form using VBA. 
They can maintain accounts of an organization using accounting software Tally. Trainees will learn E-com-
merce system and will be able to browse, select and transact using different E-commerce websites. They 
will identify different type of cyber crimes now days and will be able to secure information from Internet 
by using cyber security concept. At the end of the training trainees can go on industrial visit or projects 
specified in the syllabus.

Digital photographer
During the one-year duration of “Digital Photographer” trade, a candidate is trained on Professional Skill, 
Professional Knowledge and Employability Skill related to job role. In addition to this, a candidate is entrust-
ed to undertake project work, extracurricular activities and on-thejob training to build up confidence. The 
broad components covered in one year duration are as below: During the one-year duration, the trainee 
learns about elementary first-aid, firefighting, environment regulation and housekeeping, etc. The trainee 
identifies trade tools, digital cameras, compact and SLR. The trainee will be able to do the practical by the 
use of natural light, tungsten light, fluorescent light, single and multiple electronic flash reflectors, expo-
sure meters, studio flash and its accessories. They will also be able to do the practical on various lighting 
techniques for different lenses and will do practice on special areas of photography in outdoor and indoor 
conditions .They will be able to do practical on computer system by digital editing software, printing the 
photographs taken by digital cameras and will be able to do the image transportation to the storage media, 
sending photographs through E-mail and to Scan photographs, capture frames and analysis of images. 
There will be a visit to studio for six weeks where they will be able to handle the digital Video cameras, Tape, 
DVD, HDD, accessories and exposure to take different common shots, dimension of images and movements 
as per requirement. The trainee will be able to do lighting of different areas of video shooting, practice on 
three point lighting indoor and outdoor. Taking photographs using different types of lenses using differ-
ent aperture, shutter speed setting for still, Video camera, CCTV and spy camera. Taking photographs of 
portrait, studio photography, commercial/Advertisement photography, sports photography, fashion pho-
tography, slow and fast moving objects, functions, machines and processes , landscape, architecture, night 
photography children, animal, birds, shooting spot etc by digital camera. They will have the concept of audio 
video recording, mixing, editing, dubbing of sound, using different types of microphones. Shooting of dif-
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ferent areas and topics such as sports, wildlife, modeling, drama, documentary, serial, story board making, 
news, interview, seminar/ workshop, industrial, live broadcasting, musical event, advertisement, etc. The 
trainee also undergoes two weeks on-the- job training in various studios/labs at the end of the year which 
gives them more practical exposure to the professional working environment.

Floriculture & Landscaping
During the one-year duration of “Floriculture & Landscaping” trade, a candidate is trained on Professional 
Skill, Professional Knowledge and Employability Skill related to job role. In addition to this, a candidate is en-
trusted to undertake project work, extracurricular activities and on-the-job training to build up confidence. 
The broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:- The trainee learns about 
agro-meteorology, importance of different elements of weather and climate of agriculture. Soil properties, 
soil management, formation of soil moisture and its conservation. Role of organic matter in soil and its 
recycling water and their management. Soil fertility, fertilizers, manures and management of soil fertility 
&productivity. Fundamentals of floriculture, nursery and seed production. Practicing simple and tongue 
layering, ground layering, air layering or goo tee. Planting materials and their cultivation practices etc. 
The trainee learns about identification and study important commercial varieties of the flowering crops. 
Preparation of ground and beds for planting specific flower crops. Layout of plots and gardens, planning for 
home gardens, landscape gardens. Preparation and execution of landscape plants maintenance of gardens 
and lawns. Accessories and containers for flower arrangements. Floral arrangement preparation of floral 
ornaments bouquets etc. Preparation of bottle gardens, terrarium etc. Protected cultivation of flowers. 
Identifications and study of poly house, shed net house, mulching. Familiarization with species of honey 
bees and different types of colony, organization and bee boxes.

Fruit & Vegetable Processing
During the one-year duration of ‘Fruits and Vegetables Processing’ trade; a candidate is trained on Pro-
fessional Skill, Professional Knowledge and Employability Skill related to the job role. In addition to this, a 
candidate is entrusted to undertake project work, extracurricular activities and on-the-job training to build 
up confidence. The broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below: The trainee 
learns to identify the spoilage in fruits and vegetables and state the reason for the spoilage; prepare and 
pack perishables for storage and then store under refrigerated conditions with safety precautions; identify 
and select fresh fruits and vegetables with the help of checklist; prepare fruit juices with juice extracting 
machines with safety precautions and preserve fruit juices with addition of preservatives and determine 
the acidity and TSS content. The learner practices on identification of spices and food additives by visual 
inspection; learns to prepare and package fruit beverages such as Squashes, RTS, Nectar, Cordial, Crush 
and Syrup by using appropriate machines such as pulper, juice extractor, autoclave, and corking machine 
with safety precautions, determine the acidity and TSS content; prepare and preserve Tomato products by 
using appropriate machines such as pulper, autoclave, and corking machine with safety precautions, de-
termine acidity and TSS content; prepare, dry and storage fruits and vegetables with appropriate methods 
such as drying, cabinet drying and solar drying with safety precautions and determine the moisture etc. The 
trainee is trained to prepare, preserve and store jam, jelly and marmalades by using appropriate machines 
such as pulper, autoclave & sealer with safety precautions, determine acidity and TSS content, pectin test; 
examine the tetra pack w.r.to the materials of construction & dimension and its type; explain and under-
stand the process of wine preparation and canning process of fruits and vegetables and identify defects by 
physical observation & its causes in canned foods and explain food safety standards. The trainee develops 
the skill of preparing synthetic vinegar by using appropriate tools and checks the quality .He/she is able to 
explain other methods of vinegar production and its types; prepare preserve (murabba), candy, crystallized 
and fruit bar by using appropriate machines/Tools such as solar drier, cabinet drier, weighing balance and 
refractometer with safety precautions and determine the TSS contents; also prepare fruits/ vegetables 
pickles with oil/ salt/ vinegar/ spices, determine acidity content; check physical quality parameters in 
frozen market samples of frozen fruits and vegetables.
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Horticulture
During the one-year duration of ‘Horticulture’ trade a candidate is trained on professional skill, professional 
knowledge and Employability skill related to job role. In addition to this a candidate is entrusted to under-
take project work, extracurricular activities and on job training to build up confidence. The broad com-
ponents covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:- During the one-year duration the trainee 
learns about agro-meteorology, importance of different elements of weather & climate of agriculture, farm 
power and machinery, types and application of farm power, farm electricity, agricultural implements, basic 
knowledge on plant biology, Renewable energy, Soil properties, concept of formation of soil moisture and 
its conservation, role of organic matter in soil and its recycling water and their management, Soil fertility, 
fertilizers, manures &management of soil fertility and productivity, Introductory horticulture, fundamentals 
of horticultures, Importance and scope of horticulture, classification of horticultural plants etc. The trainee 
learns about importance of fruits, flowers and vegetables, distribution of area production and productiv-
ity of fruits, vegetables and flowers, present situation and scope of development of horticultural crops, 
schemes on horticultural development, layout of plots and gardens, planning for home gardens, landscape 
gardens, experimental designs, fruit culture, vegetable propagation, cultivation of fruits& vegetables and 
its preservation, management of orchards, present situation of cultivation of different fruits, Vegetative 
propagation, different methods of vegetative propagation of fruits and flowers. cultivation of vegetables 
& spices, present situation in the cultivation of different vegetable crops, cultivation of flowers, climbers, 
foliages & other crops, cultivation of mushroom, care and management of potted plants, pest manage-
ment, classes of insect pests diseases, integrated pest management, Seed production, marketing & trade 
management, quality of seeds and classification of seeds, Inventory control & maintenance of records, 
markets and marketing, trade and trading, methods of management of store, types of market, export of 
products etc.

INTERION DESIGN DECORATOR.
During the one-year duration of “Interior Design & Decoration” trade a candidate is trained on professional 
skill, professional knowledge and Employability skill related to the job role. In this trade we don’t just teach 
Interior Design, we encourage each and every student to access and nurture their own natural sense of flair 
and creativity. We also help them to know that how can they create new ideas, thoughts and also to execute 
them in real form. In addition to this a candidate is entrusted to undertake project work, extracurricular 
activities and on job training to build up confidence. The broad components covered under Professional 
Skill subject are as below:- During one year duration trainee learns about elementary first aid, fire fighting, 
environment regulation and housekeeping etc. The trainee gains knowledge for using drawing instrument 
and other supporting tools. The trainee draws various drawings of Interior design. The trainee learns to ap-
ply various tools and plan the design & position of furniture etc. with suitable layout. He/ she will be able to 
identify and classify various types of drawing, scale, analyze and prepare drawing according to place. The 
trainee learns to make small residential drawing plan with schedule sizes of furniture & apply color scheme. 
The trainee will be able to draw perspective view and prepare Power Point Presentation with various design 
process. The trainee can perform different designs on planning along with Auto Cad software. The trainee 
learns 2D Software designs. He/she can make drawing of different sizes in correct scale on computer with 
the help of design software. The trainee can perform different operations on software along with different 
designs i.e. false ceiling, flooring, carpentry joints, partition wall, etc. The trainee will be able to draw var-
ious door & window frame and door - window designs. The trainee will be able to draw different types of 
layout designs for plumbing, lighting, Air Conditioning, etc. He/ she will be able to analyze & uses of paint, 
polish and varnish. The trainee will draw various type of small commercial planning with color scheme. The 
trainee will be able to check, identify, analyze, and draw the Interior jobs. The trainee also undergoes two 
weeks project work at the mid and end of the year which gives them more practical exposure and helps to 
build up confidence level.
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Multimedia Animation and Special Effect

During the one-year duration of Multimedia, Animation & Special Effects trade a candidate is trained on 
professional skill, professional knowledge and Employability skill related to job role. In addition to this a 
candidate is entrusted to undertake project work and extracurricular activities to build up confidence. 
The broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:- During one year duration 
the trainee learns about safety and environment, use of fire extinguishers. They learn about computer pe-
ripherals, Windows interface and its related software installation process. Trainees will work with MS Office 
package for basic knowledge of computer. Trainees will work with Photography like Adobe Photoshop to 
edit image, retouch and fixing image using color, filter and for digital painting. They also learn and expe-
rience with application software with Adobe Photoshop illustrator for advance editing and graphic design. 
The trainees also learn Videography to practice the craft of film making, video streaming with advance 
features of camera. At the mid of the year the trainees can go on industrial visit or projects specified in 
the syllabus. The trainee learns to browse internet, upload/download video streaming and secure data from 
different cyber attack. They will work with Adobe Premier for video editing, mixing audio, text, image and 
video. Trainees will work with Adobe after effect to add special effect and compositing on video. They will 
work with Flash to create 2D animation, graphic illustration and compositing sound animation. The trainees 
will learn and experience in 3Ds Max to create 3D architectural Design, 3D modeling and texturing. Finally, 
the trainees will work with Maya to create 3D animation, 3D modeling, Texturing, Rigging, Lighting, Ren-
dering artist. At the end of the year trainees can go on industrial visit or projects specified in the syllabus.

Soil Testing and Crop Testing.

During the one-year duration of “Soil Testing and Crop Technician” trade a candidate is trained on profes-
sional skill, professional knowledge and Employability skill related to job role. In addition to this a candidate 
is entrusted to undertake project work and extracurricular activities to build up confidence. The broad 
components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:- This course primarily deals with soil 
testing. The trainee learns about safety and environment, Elementary first aid and firefighting. He gets the 
idea of trade tools, apparatus & their standardization, calibration and identifies different types of Labora-
tory equipments. Preparation of standard solution and chemical reagents for soil testing. The trainee will 
practice different soil testing methods to determine various properties viz. soil texture, pH value, moisture 
content, Electric conductivity, hydraulic conductivity, organic carbon, Cation exchange capacity etc. Train-
ing will be provided for the estimation of macro and micronutrients and also elements of environmental 
concern in soil samples. Trainee will also be able to examine the quality of irrigation water, generate soil 
test report and recommend fertilizer, dosage and their method of application based on soil properties. 
The trainee learns to use modern technology (GPS/GIS) for collection of data and input recommendations. 
The trainee practices on different tillage, ploughing and puddling implements. Measurement of various 
atmospheric elements viz, rainfall, barometric pressure, wind speed, sunshine duration, solar radiation and 
relative humidity etc. Practice different farm machinery viz. seed drill, tractor, power weeder, power tiller, 
threshers and paddy transplanter etc. Practice field preparation, calculate seed & fertilizer requirements, 
growing rabi and kharif crops, control measures for crop diseases and insects, different methods of irri-
gation and integrated pests management. Seed testing, processing and packaging will also be practiced 
by the trainee. The trainee practices organic farming including use of vermin compost, drip irrigation etc. 
Practice on water harvesting techniques and use of modern techniques for soil and moisture conservation 
and preservation of water.

Surface Ornamentation Technique   (Embroidery)
During the one-year duration of “Surface Ornamentation Techniques (Embroidery)” trade, a candidate is 
trained on Professional Skill, Professional Knowledge and Employability Skill related to job role. In addition 
to this, a candidate is entrusted to undertake project work, extracurricular activities and on-the-job train-
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ing to build up confidence. The broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below:- In 
the beginning the trainee learns to identify and use embroidery tools with safety precautions in order to 
prepare basic sample hand stitches (Temporary & permanent stitch); learns to describe & use different 
types of tracing method carbon paper, tissue paper, tracing paper, water soluble pen, tracing box (light box), 
hot pressing and wooden block method. He/she is able to demonstrate the basic embroidery stitches flat, 
loop, crossed, knotted and prepare article; draw, create & place free hand designs with Scribble, Geometri-
cal, Cut Paper or Signature method; state & identify the color wheel, describe various types of color, color 
schemes & use these color schemes in different jobs, demonstrate the Enlarged & Reduced forms of de-
sign. The trainee also learns to decorate garment’s part with a suitable Embroidery design; identify, operate 
the Zig-Zag machine embroidery parts, demonstrate set the machine for embroidery. make samples with 
running stitch, running shade, satin, cording, back stitch. Identification and rectification of defects; Deco-
rate a cushion cover with embroidery design using Zig-Zag Machine. Later the trainee is able to develop the 
different design for the garment components: sleeves yokes, neck, cuffs; prepare frame fitting for hand 
aari; demonstrate locking, starting and finishing of the aari chain stitch, with factual knowledge of differ-
ent types of materials & stitches; prepare samples or coaster through straight, curved & sequence lines; 
decorate a sari by Hand aari method with sequence work; prepare the sample of drawn & pulled thread, 
Assisi, Cut, Swiss, shadow work with quality concepts. The trainee develops the skills to prepare the sample 
of phulkari of Punjab, kantha of Bengal, kasuti of Karnataka, chikankari of Luckhnow, kashida of Kashmir, 
chamba of Himachal, kutch of Karnataka with quality concepts; prepare the sample of single and double 
cane weaving, fancy net with lazy daizy, cross stitch, circle and button hole network with quality concepts; 
prepare the sample of simple ,cut and felt applique work with quality concepts;lay out of frock, ladies kurta, 
gents kurta and toper. The trainee learns to estimate the costing of garments; develops various hand aari 
design with the help of accessories; recalls and prepare combination of zig-zag machine stitches and work 
style with the applique & satin, cording & stem, stem & satin, running & satin, shade &satin etc.

WEAVING TECHINECIAN FOR SILK & WOOLEN FABRIC

During the one-year duration of “Weaving Technician for Silk &Woolen Fabrics” trade, a candidate is trained 
on Professional Skill, Professional Knowledge and Employability Skills related to job role. In addition to this, 
a candidate is entrusted to undertake project work, extracurricular activities and on-the-job training to 
build up confidence. The broad components covered under Professional Skill subject are as below: In one 
year duration the trainees will identify the types of operation of the weaving machine used in the industry 
with the raw materials used. They will also identify the different types of fibre, yarn and its characteristics. 
They will be trained to select the parts of loom, practice and monitor the operation. They will be able to 
prepare bobbin and cone and carry out the operation of drafting, denting, gaiting up of looms. They will also 
operate primary motions, secondary motions and auxiliary motions in weaving machines. They will identify 
the causes and remedies in woven fabric defects. They assist in analyzing the different patterns adopted 
in weaving of silk and woolen fabrics. They will also apply methods for finishing silk and woolen fabrics. 
During the training, the trainees will assist to plan, design plain weave, twill and satin with the draft and 
peg plan. They will assist in estimation of cost of folded yarn and calculation of conversion table for yarn 
count. They will identify different parts of power loom, salient features of power loom and tuning of loom for 
woolen fabrics. They can also Identify and select working of various dobby and jacquard motion. They will 
be able to prepare jacquard design on graph papers and harness mounting and card cutting to produce dif-
ferent structure of woven fabric. They will also be able to prepare different types of weft insertion system 
for various shuttle less loom. They will identify the defects, causes and remedies of silk and woolen fabrics. 
They can carry out finishing of silk and woolen fabrics.
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